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Phase transition kinetics in colloid-polymer mixtures at triple coexistence: Kinetic maps
from free-energy landscapes

F. Renth, W. C. K. Poon, and R. M. L. Evans
Department of Physics and Astronomy, The University of Edinburgh, Mayfield Road, Edinburgh, EH9 3JZ, Scotland

~Received 26 March 2001; published 30 August 2001!

We report a detailed experimental study of the kinetics of separation into coexisting gas, liquid, and crystal
phases in a colloid-polymer mixture. Distinct kinetic regimes are identified, and interpreted in terms of the
underlying ‘‘free-energy landscape’’ of the system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Gibbs and Boltzmann gave us a recipe for calculating
equilibrium phase behavior of anN-particle system with po-
tential energyU(rWN) at temperatureT and confined to vol-
umeV—minimize the Helmholtz free energy

F5V f~r,T!52kBT lnE e2U(rWN)/kBTdrWN , ~1!

wherer5N/V andf is the free-energy density. While plent
remains to be explored in equilibrium phase behavior, es
cially in novel materials, the basic theory must be conside
well established. This recipe, however, gives no informat
on processes—how does a system in thermodynamic eq
librium respond if the conditions under which it is held a
changed suddenly~‘‘quenched’’!? Answering this question is
an important challenge in condensed matter and statis
physics. It also pays rich practical dividends: many indust
products are in metastable states. How they get into s
states in the first place may, for example, control the me
scopic texture~as in alloys! and therefore mechanical prop
erties. How long they take to get out of metastability oft
controls the shelf life~as in salad dressing!.

Theoretically, computationally, and experimentally, it
hard to tackle phase transition kinetics, so that our und
standing of it lags considerably behind that of equilibriu
phase behavior. Theoretically, phenomenological models
common@1#. ‘‘Model B,’’ for example, gives the following
equation of motion for a conserved order parameter@e.g., the
time-dependent density profiler(rW,t)#:

]r

]t
5¹W •FM ~r!¹W S ] f ~r!

]r
2k¹2r D G , ~2!

where f (r) is the free-energy density already introduced
Eq. ~1!. Apart from its analytical intractability, this equatio
contains phenomenological constants such as the or
parameter mobilityM and the curvature coefficientk, which
are generally unknown. Even so, advances have been m
@2#, e.g., in classifying dynamics into universality class
but progress is slow due to intrinsic mathematical diffic
ties. Such coarse-grained models are often also the sta
point of computational approaches, because simulations
taining more realistic molecular-level details will take pr
hibitively long to reach interesting time and length scales
1063-651X/2001/64~3!/031402~9!/$20.00 64 0314
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Time and length scales also present experimental p
lems. A homogeneous substance phase separating into~say!
two coexisting phases develops structure on length and
scales ranging from the microscopic~picosecond and nanom
eter! to the macroscopic~seconds to years and centimete
upward!. The initial fast times and small lengths are intri
sically hard to probe. The later stages may not be access
on a human time scale. In this context, complex fluids, l
uids in which there are mesoscopic structural elements s
as suspended particles, self-assembled surfactant micelle
polymer coils, often emerge as ideal candidates for deta
studies of phase transition kinetics. Firstly, the upper end
the mesoscopic length scale,;1 mm, is comparable to the
wavelength of light, so that direct imaging using optical m
croscopy can be used to access even the smallest rele
length scales. Secondly, the intrinsic, entropy-controlled
laxation times of complex fluids are long, typically 1023 s
upwards. These are, of course, modified by specific inte
tions. But attractions much more than 10kBT are uncommon.
The end result is that the characteristic times over wh
kinetics evolve are likely to be in the range 1 ms to 1 ye
Finally, complex fluids are ‘‘soft.’’ Their small elastic modu
mean that they can be put in highly reproducible initial me
stable states by simple shear. For these reasons, com
fluids are emerging as ideal laboratories for studying
kinds of nonequilibrium phenomena, including phase tran
tion kinetics@3#.

In this and a companion paper@4#, we report a detailed
study of a well-characterized complex fluid—a mixture
nearly-hard-sphere colloids and nonadsorbing, random
polymers that shows up to three equilibrium phases,~colloi-
dal! gas, liquid, and crystal. Samples with the right comp
sition may show coexistence of all three phases. We st
the pathways whereby such samples, after homogeniza
separate into macroscopically coexisting colloidal gas,
uid, and crystal regions. We find the existence of disti
kinetic regimes, and make sense of this finding by inve
gating the ‘‘free-energy landscape’’ of the system. Our a
proach to understanding kinetics should be generically ap
cable, especially in, but not confined to, soft systems. Thi
also one of the first in-depth studies of the kinetics ofthree-
phase separation—the vast majority of existing studies d
with separation into two coexisting phases.

In this paper we review the physics of colloid-polym
mixtures and describe briefly how the free-energy landsc
gives rise to kinetic regimes. After introducing our expe
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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mental system and methodology, we proceed to report
interpret our experimental findings. Details of the theory,
well as numerics confirming the validity of its various a
sumptions, are given in a companion paper@4#. A concise
presentation of our findings has been given before@5#. There
is also a short pedagogical account on relating free-ene
landscapes to kinetics@6#.

II. COLLOID-POLYMER MIXTURES

The addition of a nonadsorbing polymer to a suspens
of colloidal particles alters its phase behavior. The simp
model for the effect of nonadsorbing polymers~radius of
gyration r g) on colloids~radiusR) was due to Asakura an
Oosawa@7#, Fig. 1. Consider the simplest case, that ofhard-
spherecolloids. Polymer segments are depleted from a la
of thickness;r g around each particle. The overlap of th
‘‘depletion layers’’ of two nearby particles creates addition
free volume for the polymer, thus lowering the free ener
This can be modeled as an effective interparticle ‘‘deplet
attraction’’

Udep~r !52PPVov~r !52~aPkBT!Vov~r !, ~3!

wherePP is the osmotic pressure of the polymer andVov(r )
is the ~interparticle-distance-dependent! volume of overlap
of neighboring depletion layers. This pertains to ideal po
mers at activityaP ~which equals the polymer number de
sity in the free volume, see Fig. 1!, which is related to the
polymer chemical potentialmP ~and its de Broglie therma
wavelengthLP) by

aP5LP
23emP/kBT. ~4!

The topology of the colloid-polymer phase diagram d
pends on the size ratioj5r g /R. Whenj is big enough, the
phase diagram shows colloidal gas, liquid, and crystal

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of depletion and free volum
Each colloidal particle~gray! is surrounded by a depletion zon
~white! from which the centers of the random coil polymers~black
coils! are excluded. The free volumeVfree available to the centers o
the polymers is hatched. If the depletion zones of two collo
overlap~black!, Vfree increases.
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gions@8,9#. If we use as variables the colloid volume fractio
f and the polymer chemical potentialmP ~which is, up to a
constant,kBT ln aP), then the phase diagram is similar to~in
fact an upside-down version of! that of a simple substance i
the density-temperature plane, Fig. 2~b!. Thus there are re-
gions where homogeneous colloidal gas, liquid, and cry
phases are thermodynamically stable. In other regions,
lowest free energy is obtained with heterogeneous, tw
phase coexistence, whether it be of gas-liquid, liquid-crys

.

s

FIG. 2. ~a! Schematic semigrand potential density as a funct
of colloid volume fractionV(f)—the free-energy landscape for th
polymer chemical potentialmp

init . The fluid~crystal! branch displays
double ~single! minima. The lower and upper common tangen
give, respectively, at their cotangency points, the densities of co
isting stable and metastable phases atmp5mp

init . The spinodal re-
gion, ]2V/]f2,0, is between the middle two vertical lines.~b!
The schematic (f,mp) phase diagram. Asmp is varied, V(f)
changes shape. The cotangency points of the lowest common
gent traces out the equilibrium phase boundaries~bold curves!.
Other pairs of cotangency points~dashed! and the spinodal points
~dotted! divide the phase diagram into kinetic regionsA–M . Three-
phase coexistence occurs atmp5mp

tr . Metastable, homogeneou
samples in the gray area separate into three phases.~c! The sche-
matic (f,np) phase diagram. Samples within the triple triang
separate into coexisting colloidal gas (g), liquid (l ), and crystal
(c). This triangle maps onto the gray region in~b!. The gas-liquid
spinodal~dotted! and kinetic regionsF andG are sketched in.
2-2
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or gas-crystal forms. At one particular polymer chemical p
tential, mP

tr , the triple coexistence of gas, liquid, and crys
phases is obtained. In this representation, tie lines in t
phase regions, connecting the state points of coexis
phases, are horizontal, expressing the equality of the poly
chemical potential in the two phases.

The polymer activityaP is not directly controllable ex-
perimentally. The actual variable tuned in the laboratory
the polymerconcentration, as measured by, e.g.,nP, the
number density of polymer coils in the total sample volum
The phase diagram in the (f,nP) plane is shown schemat
cally in Fig. 2~c!. Tie lines in two-phase regions are no
oblique, expressing the obvious fact that there is less p
mer in a phase denser in colloids. More significantly for o
purposes, the triple-coexistenceline in the (f,mP) represen-
tation now becomes a tripletriangle. Any homogeneous mix-
ture with composition within this triple triangle will eventu
ally phase separate into coexisting colloidal gas, liquid, a
crystal phases with compositions given by the vertices of
triangle.

Note that the triple triangle in Fig. 2~c! maps onto a
‘‘bat’’-shape region in the representation shown in Fig. 2~b!;
this region isabovethe triple line except at three points. Th
reflects the fact that in ahomogeneoussample with compo-
sition within the triple triangle, the polymer chemical pote
tial is higher than mP

tr , and only drops to this value whe
three-phase separation is complete—the sample has be
heterogeneous, and consists of gas, liquid, and crysta
gions in thermal equilibrium. Shaking such a sample to
mogenize it therefore corresponds to a ‘‘chemical-poten
quench.’’

Before turning to consider the kinetics of the three-ph
separation process, which is the main thrust of this and
following paper, we briefly review how to calculate th
phase diagrams of colloid-polymer mixtures. The basic qu
tity is the Helmholtz free energy ofNC colloids andNP poly-
mers confined to total volumeV. Within a mean-field van de
Waals framework and for ideal polymers@8#, the free energy
is separable,

F total~NC,NP,V!5FC~NC,V!1FP~NP,Vfree!. ~5!

Here, FC(NC,V)[FC(f) is the Helmholtz free energy o
pure colloids at volume fractionf unperturbedby polymers,
andFP(NP,V) is the Helmholtz free energy ofNP ideal poly-
mer coils confined to the free volume. That is to say,
polymer has no effect on the colloids, and the only effect
the colloid on the polymer is to confine the molecules in
the free volume,Vfree, Fig. 1, which in this approximation is
related to the total sample volumeV by a number that is~at
fixed j! simply f dependent,

Vfree5a~f!V. ~6!

Minimizing F total with respect tof and nP5NP/V gives a
phase diagram in the representation shown in Fig. 2~c!.

Alternatively, we can transform from the (f,nP) ~canoni-
cal! ensemble into a semigrand ensemble, (f,aP), in which
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the polymer chemical potential, or, equivalently, the polym
activity, is the polymeric variable. The appropriate sem
grand potential is

VV~f,aP!5F~f,nP!2NPmP5FC~f!2~aPkBT!Vfree,
~7!

where the last equality is valid for ideal polymers. Minimi
ing V(f,aP) with respect tof gives a phase diagram in th
representation shown in Fig. 2~b!.

The minimization of the semigrand potential can be d
cussed geometrically by plotting the semigrand poten
densityV as a function of the colloid volume fractionf,
giving the ‘‘free-energy landscape’’ of the system. Depen
ing on the value ofaP, the fluid branch ofV(f,aP) has
either one or two minima, while the crystal branch has
single minimum for the values ofj of interest in this work.
Consider the resulting plot, the free-energy landscape, for
particular case shown in Fig. 2~a!. Minimization is done geo-
metrically by drawing the lowest common tangent, wi
points of tangency atf1 and f2. Homogeneous sample
with f,f1 or f.f2 are stable as single-phase colloid
gas or crystal, respectively. A sample with average den
f1,f,f2 will separate into coexisting colloidal gas~den-
sity f1) and crystal~density f2). The metastable secon
~‘‘liquid’’ ! minimum in the fluid branch is irrelevant for equ
librium phase behavior. It does, however, control the ph
transition kinetics.

We turn now to summarize a theoretical framework f
considering the kinetic influence of metastable minima in
free-energy landscape. This framework predicts that
phase diagram is divided into distinct kinetic regions. W
then present a detailed series of experiments on a m
colloid-polymer mixture in which such kinetic regions a
indeed found.

III. FREE-ENERGY LANDSCAPE AND KINETICS

In this section we review a procedure for turning an eq
librium phase diagram into a ‘‘kinetic map,’’ delineating re
gions in which distinct kinetic pathways are permitted
phase separation processes. This procedure was first
gested by Cahn@10# in the context of crystallization in vitri-
fied ceramics. Here we extend it to consider phase separa
kinetics in colloid-polymer mixtures. Detailed justification
left to the companion paper@4#. Below we motivate and state
the results without proof to provide a framework with
which to present experimental results.

The Cahn procedure is based on considering the f
energy landscape of the system. Consider a mixture with
kind of free-energy landscape shown in Fig. 2~a!, resketched
in Fig. 3. The three minima correspond to colloidal gas, l
uid, and crystal phases. It can easily be shown that i
homogeneous, metastable sample at densityfa , the free en-
ergy ~density! available to nucleate aninfinitesimalamount
of a domain at densityfb is given by constructing the tan
gent (a) to V(f) at fa , and finding the distance betwee
this tangent andV(f) at fb , i.e., the distanceDV in Fig. 3.
This construction immediately tells us that this sample w
never commence phase separation by nucleating gas d
2-3
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lets, since the tangenta is below the gas minimum in the
free-energy landscape. This sample can only nucleate c
tallites. Moreover, note that no common tangent can be c
structed between the crystal and liquid minima—thus
stable interface between any crystallite and the surround
liquid is possible. Common tangents can, however, be dra
between the crystal and gas minima, and between the gas
liquid minima. Thus, the system will initiate phase separat
by nucleating a crystallite that is coated by a layer of g
which coexists in local equilibrium with both the crystalli
and the surrounding liquid. By analogy with its concent
layers, we shall refer to such a composite structure a
‘‘boiled-egg crystal.’’ This will deplete the surrounding liq
uid and rotate the Cahn tangent clockwise until it lies abo
the gas well, whence nucleation of gas droplets also beco
possible. At the same time,mp will decrease and approac
mp

tr , changing the shape of the free-energy landscape
some point, a liquid-crystal common tangent becomes p
sible, permitting the nucleation of ‘‘bare’’~i.e., not gas-
coated! crystallites.

Changing the density of the homogeneous sample
produce sudden changes in the allowed route to phase s
ration. Thus, a sample atfc , Fig. 3, can nucleate the boiled
egg crystallites already discussed as well as gas droplet
their own: the tangentb is above both the gas and the crys
minima. Such changes in allowed phase pathways can
be brought about by shifting the relative positions of t
three minima, i.e., by changingmP of the homogeneous
sample. Overall, therefore, this procedure divides the e
librium phase diagram up into kinetic regions. A moment
thought should suggest that these regions are demarcate
the common tangents between pairs of minima in the f
energy landscape, i.e., by metastable continuations of
various equilibrium phase boundaries, and by the gas-liq
spinodal@points of inflection on the fluid branch ofV(f)#.
Note that the metastable continuations of the two branche
the liquid-crystal binodal terminate when the liquid bran
intersects the gas-liquid spinodal. In terms of the free-ene
landscape, this corresponds to the nonexistence of a do
tangent between the liquid and crystal minima already
scribed. The resulting kinetic regions are shown schem
cally in Fig. 2~b!.

FIG. 3. The ‘‘Cahn’’ construction on a free-energy landsca
giving the free energy available,DV, to create an infinitesima
amount of compositionfb in a metastable phase at compositi
fa .
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The free-energy landscape shown in Fig. 2~a! is appropri-
ate for the polymer chemical potentialmp

init in Fig. 2~b!. The
boiled-egg crystal at the first scenario described above c
responds to a sample at position indicated by an asteris
Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! ~cf. fa in Fig. 3!, which is identified as
regionM in a full classification@4#. The scenario described a
fc in Fig. 3, where both gas and boiled-egg crystals can
nucleated, evidently corresponds to the region to the imm
diate left in Fig. 2~b!, i.e., regionL. At somewhat lowermp ,
where a metastable common tangent between liquid
crystal minima becomes possible, then nucleation of b
crystallites~i.e., not coated by a gas layer! is allowed, either
on their own, regionJ, or with gas droplets, regionI. The
largest kinetic region isG. Here, the homogeneous sample
unstable towards separating into gas and liquid; nucleatio
crystallites ~bare or coated! is also allowed, although the
former is expected to be considerably faster and therefore
first to be observed in experiments, followed by crys
nucleation from the gas or liquid regions.

Other kinetic regions can be similarly described. A co
pact, graphical notation for doing so is introduced in S
IV B of the following paper@4#, and the kinetic pathways
permitted in regionsA to M are tabulated using this notatio
in Sec. IV C of that paper.

The boundaries of the kinetic regionsF, G, I , J, L,
and M shown in Fig. 2~b! intersect the bat-shaped regio
and therefore map onto corresponding kinetic regions in
triple triangle in the (f,nP) representation. We provide a
indication of this mapping by labeling regimesF and G in
the triple triangle in Fig. 2~c!. Other kinetic regimes are
found in a comparatively small area towards the liqu
and/or crystal end of the triple triangle, and are not indica
individually. Nevertheless, we can infer locations based
Fig. 2~b!. For example, reference to the ‘‘bat’’ shows that w
expect regimeI behavior in the vicinity of the liquid corne
of the triple triangle. Below, we present evidence that disti
kinetic regions do indeed exist within the three-phase
angle, and that the observed kinetic pathways correlate
with the predictions from considering the free-energy lan
scape.

IV. EXPERIMENT

We studied mixtures of colloidal polymethylmethacryla
~PMMA! spheres and linear polystyrene dispersed in hyd
carbon solvents. The equilibrium phase behavior of this s
tem has been studied extensively before@9#. The PMMA
spheres are sterically stabilized by a thin ('10 nm), chemi-
cally grafted surface layer of poly-12-hydroxystearic ac
~PHSA! @11#. The particle radius was determined using bo
powder light crystallography@12# and differential interfer-
ence contrast~DIC! optical microscopy to beR5240 nm.
The polydispersity~from static light scattering@13#! was s
50.08. The PMMA spheres were dispersed in c
decahydronaphthalene~cis-decalin, Aldrich!. Previous stud-
ies have shown that in cis-decalin, these particles reprod
the hard-sphere phase behavior predicted by computer s
lations @14#. Thus, the colloid volume fraction can be ca
2-4
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brated relative to the crystallization transition atf50.494
@15,16#.

The polymer was polystyrene~PS! with a molecular
weight Mw57.33106 g mol21 and a heterogeneity
Mw /Mn51.04 ~Polymer Laboratories Ltd., UK!. Its short-
time diffusion constant in cis-decalin was measured us
dynamic light scattering at the theta temperatu
Tu512.5 °C. The radius of gyrationr g

u was then calculated
using the Stokes-Einstein relation and the known relation
r g andr H @17# to be 7364 nm, in excellent agreement wit
the data of Berry@18#. Finally, the radius at 24.5 °C wa
calculated~using the results from Flory@19# and Berry@18#!
to be r g588 nm. At room temperature, deviations from
ideal gas equation of state@as used in Eq.~3!# are negligible
for our purposes@20#.

Samples were prepared by mixing colloid stock susp
sion and PS stock solution, and diluted to the desired volu
fraction by adding calculated amounts of cis-decalin, us
literature values for the densities of PMMA and cis-deca
Each sample was then homogenized by prolonged tumb
We determined the equilibrium phase behavior of our s
tem, which has a size ratioj5r g /R'0.37, by preparing
samples covering a wide range off and cp ~polymer con-
centration! in 2 ml glass vials. All samples were inspecte
visually at regular intervals. Due to the partial refractive
dex matching~PMMA, n'1.495; cis-decalin,n'1.48), the
samples were sufficiently translucent to identify crystalliz
tion and phase boundaries in the bulk easily. Further d
points were obtained by careful dilution of existing sampl
Solvent evaporation caused insignificant changes in
sample composition over several months.

Samples for kinetic observations were made from collo
polymer mixtures with known equilibrium phase behavior
standard rectangular optical cuvettes with 2 mm optical p
length and 1 cm width~Starna!. The majority of observations
were performed in transmitted light at 24.560.5 °C on an
optical bench using a setup shown schematically in Fig
The magnification achieved can be tuned by changing
focal lengths of the various lenses. If the whole width o
sample~1 cm! is imaged, a lateral resolution of;0.3 mm
can be achieved@limited by the pixellation of the charge
coupled device~CCD! camera chip#. The depth of focus is
0.5 mm. Images were recorded continuously by time-la
video as well as by digital frame-grabbing at regular int
vals.

In transmitted light, colloidal fluid phases can be dist

FIG. 4. Schematic illustration of the setup used for tim
resolved observation in transmitted light. The components to
left of the sample~‘‘object’’ ! provide collimated white light illumi-
nation, while those to the right project the transmitted light image
the sample onto the chip of a CCD camera for digital image gr
bing and time-lapsed video recording.
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guished by the image intensity, a gas phase scatters less
therefore appears brighter than a liquid phase. To confi
this identification in complex phase separation scenarios,
to check for the presence of crystallites, frequent obser
tions by eye were also carried out. Crystallites are iridesc
to the naked eye, but appear as dark patches in transm
light images. Video recording at the Bragg angle was a
carried out in selected cases in order to monitor crysta
formation. Because of the slightly higher density of the c
loidal particles with respect to the solvent, any crystal ph
existing at final equilibrium will be at the bottom of th
sample, with liquid next and then gas phase on top. Sam
were homogenized immediately prior to being transferred
the optical setup.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Equilibrium phase diagram

The experimental phase diagram is shown in Fig. 5. T
equilibrium phase behavior of samples within the triangu
region is the triple coexistence of colloidal gas, liquid, a
crystal, with compositions given by the respective corners
the triangle. The relative volumes of each phase in a fu
phase-separated sample at triple coexistence are given
two-dimensional analog of the lever rule@21#. For example,
sample 5 in Fig. 5 is inside the triple triangle and just to t
right of the middle of the gas-crystal edge~the edge connect
ing the gas and crystal phases!, atf'0.37. At equilibrium, it
has only a small proportion of liquid phase, and rough
equal volumes of gas and crystal~see Fig. 10, rightmos
image!. Gas-liquid, liquid-crystal, and gas-crystal two-pha
coexistence were observed just outside the triangular re
of triple coexistence. These observations are consistent

-
e

f
-

FIG. 5. Experimental phase diagram for a mixture of PMM
colloidal particles (R5240 nm) and linear PS (Mw57.3
3106 gmol21, r g588 nm) in cis-decalin at 25 °C. The horizon
tal axis is the colloid volume fractionfc and the vertical axis is the
polymer concentrationcp . The approximate boundary of the regio
of triple coexistence is indicated by the triangle. The typical error
sample composition is of the order of the symbol size. Symbols
various types of equilibrium coexistence are explained in the in
Filled circles stand for nonequilibrium transient gels.
2-5
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theory @8# and previous experiments on the same system
size ratios bracketing the value ofj50.37 used here@9#.

At very high cp , no macroscopically visible phase sep
ration occurred during an initial period ranging from seve
hours for samples with lowf to days for samples with high
f, followed by a rapid formation of a dense sediment
phase and a very dilute supernatant phase. The dense p
was not iridescent initially, but a gradual buildup of iride
cence starting from the bottom of the sample cell indica
crystallization within the sediment over a time of seve
weeks. This sequence of observations is consistent with
formation and subsequent collapse of a transient gel and
sembles previous observations in colloid-polymer mixtu
with a much lower size ratio ofj50.08 @9,22#.

B. Kinetics of phase separation

In Sec. III we suggested that distinct kinetic regimes ex
within the triple triangle where samples evolve toward g
liquid, and crystal coexistence along different allowed pa
ways. In this section we report time-lapsed observations
samples labeled 1 to 6 in Fig. 5, and show that they ind
evolve towards three-phase coexistence along distinct kin
pathways.

1. Sample 1

Figure 6 shows the behavior of sample 1. The turbid
increased very rapidly soon after homogenization~darkening
of the sample: frame 1 to 2! and a diffuse interface forme
soon thereafter~frame 3!. This interface gradually moved
down and became sharp soon after it stopped moving~frame
4!. At this stage, only two phases could be distinguish
neither of which showed any iridescence. Soon therea
iridescent patches formed in the lower, denser phase~visible
as dark patches in frame 5! and slowly settled to form a third
phase~frame 6!.

The early increase of turbidity indicative of large-sca
density fluctuations, together with the observation~by eye!
of a brightening and collapsing ring of intensity in sma

FIG. 6. Phase separation behavior of sample 1 after homog
zation (t50), frame numbering from left to right. Frame 1,t50,
homogeneous sample; 2,t52h158, the sample has increased tu
bidity ~looks darker!, presumably due to small droplets of the liqu
and gas phases throughout the sample; 3,t55h308, droplets of the
gas and liquid phases coalesce and are being gravitationally ord
to form a diffuse interface; 4,t516h158, metastable gas-liquid co
existence with a well-defined interface; 5,t521h158 nucleation of
crystals throughout the liquid phase, visible as dark patches;t
542h158, the final equilibrium of the gas-liquid-crystal coexis
ence.
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angle light scattering, suggests spinodal decomposition.
gravitational settling of a polydisperse population of~denser!
liquid droplets produces a diffuse interface moving dow
wards. When this gas-liquid phase separation is complet
sharp interface is formed. The liquid phase, however,
metastable with respect to liquid-crystal phase separat
The dark patches appearing throughout its volume~iridescent
in incident light! are caused by small crystallites forming v
homogenous nucleation. These fall under gravity and ac
mulate at the bottom of the sample cell. Careful observati
confirm that the final liquid phase is slightly less turbid th
the metastable liquid phase, suggesting that it is less con
trated. By the time the nucleation of crystals out of the liqu
phase is complete, it is also possible to detect very sm
crystallites at the wall of the sample cell in the gas pha
~though not visible in Fig. 6!. This could be attributed to wal
crystallization alone@23#, but could also be indicative o
crystal nucleation in the gas phase.

This observed sequence of events is consistent with
gime G behavior already described in Sec. III. The positi
of sample 1 in the phase diagram is consistent with it follo
ing such a kinetic pathway@compare Fig. 5 with Fig. 2~c!#.
Broadly similar behavior was also observed for sample 6:
detailed observations will therefore not be repeated.

2. Sample 2

The initial change in turbidity for sample 2, Fig. 7,
much less significant than for sample 1. Later~frame 2! a
sharp interface appeared at the very top of the sample, s
rating a homogenous dilute phase~top! and a darker, dense
phase. Throughout this dense phase, small dark pat
could be seen that were iridescent to the eye and slo
settled to form a sediment. This phase separation pro
quickly became more vigorous~frame 3!, then slowly de-
creased in rate again, and finally stopped~frame 4!. Through-
out this period, the upper interface continuously mov
down, staying sharp all the time. Both top phases had a

ni-

red

FIG. 7. Phase separation behavior of sample 2 after homog
zation (t50), frame numbering from left to right. Frame 1,t50,
homogenous sample; frame 2,t56h, well-defined gas-liquid inter-
face, with simultaneous nucleation of crystals~dense patches! in the
denser, liquid phase; frame 3,t512h308, crystallites settle to form
polycrystalline sediment, at the same time nucleation of both
and crystallites is on-going; frame 4,t517h308, crystallization has
ceased and liquid-crystal interface is now sharp. The amount of
gas phase has increased further; frame 5,t531h, the crystalline
phase has compacted slightly and is now in uniform, final thr
phase equilibrium.
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mogenous appearance, while the bottom phase appe
darker near its top. In the final three-phase equilibrium st
the bottom phase had compacted slightly and appeared
mogenous.

The early sequence of observations suggests that
gas-liquid and liquid-crystal phase separation happen at
same time. A strong vertical flow pattern discernible in t
video sequence soon after homogenization could be ca
by droplets of both gas and crystalline nuclei rising and s
tling, respectively. The much slower initial increase in tu
bidity compared to sample 1 suggests that the mechanis
the gas-liquid phase separation is nucleation rather than s
odal decomposition. Again, some wall crystals were o
served in the final gas phase.

The behavior observed corresponds to that briefly
scribed for the kinetic regimeI in Sec. III. The location of
sample 2, Fig. 5, towards the liquid corner of the triple t
angle, is consistent with where we expect to see regimI
behavior, Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!.

3. Sample 3

In sample 3 we observe no upper interface in the ea
stages, frame 2, Fig. 8, while dark patches~iridescent to the
naked eye! were visible throughout the sample. A dilu
phase appeared only very much later~top corners of frame
4!, shortly before the formation of the bottom phase h
finished, and most of it only formed later. These observati
indicate that the liquid-crystal phase separation occurs fi
and gas-liquid phase separation does not take place unt
ter much of the first process has been completed. This is
behavior described for kinetic regimeJ in Sec. III. The po-
sition of this sample, Fig. 5, along the liquid-crystal edge
the triple triangle but at higher colloid volume fraction tha
sample 2, is consistent with finding regimeJ behavior, Fig.
2~a!.

4. Sample 4

Figure 9 illustrates the behavior found for sample 4. T
turbidity increased slowly at first. Then a sharp interfa

FIG. 8. Phase separation behavior of sample 3 after homog
zation (t50), frame numbering from left to right. Frame 1,t50,
homogeneous sample; frame 2,t54h458, nucleation of crystallites,
visible as dark patches, throughout the sample with crystalline s
ment starting to form; frame 3,t58h308, maximum crystallization
and the diffuse crystal-liquid interface rising; frame 4,t512h, crys-
tallization almost ceased, the first gas-liquid interface visible at
very top; frame 5,t552h, final equilibrium.
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formed near the top of the sample, separating a dark de
phase and a homogenous, bright dilute phase~frame 2!. In
reflected light, small very bright patches that appeared irid
cent to the naked eye could be seen in the dense phase~frame
3!. As these gradually settled, a new sharp interface form
inside the dense phase, while the dilute phase on top con
ued to grow. The upper interface started to be slightly diffu
~frame 4! and subsequently became completely smeared
while the lower interface continued to move down~frame 5!.
After the lower interface stopped moving, the upper interfa
reappeared. The amount of the middle phase was much
duced at final equilibrium~frame 6!.

The early observations can be attributed to simultane
nucleation of gas and crystals. As the crystals settled do
under gravity, a second interface was formed between
crystalline phase and the remaining liquid. To find out mo
about the observed decrease in volume of the crystal

ni-

i-

e

FIG. 9. Phase separation behavior of sample 4 after homog
zation (t50), frame numbering from left to right. Frame 1,t50,
homogenous sample; frames 2 and 3,t54h, the dilute gas phase
appears at the top and simultaneously throughout the denser p
in frame 3 the illumination is adjusted to show the iridescent cr
tallites; frame 4,t57h, crystallites have settled and there are we
defined gas-liquid and gas-crystal interfaces; frame 5,t523h, the
gas-liquid interface has become extremely diffuse and the crys
line phase has shrunk in volume; frame 6,t560h, the final coex-
istence of gas, liquid, and crystal.

FIG. 10. Phase separation behavior of sample 5 after homog
zation (t50), frame numbering from left to right. Frame 1,t50,
homogenous sample; frame 2,t5508, sample coarsened, vertica
flow pattern has developed; frame 3,t54h, gas phase at the top an
crystallization and sedimentation of crystallites in the liquid pha
~visible as dark patches and dark sediment!; t58h508, crystalliza-
tion has finished, the amount of gas phase has increased, bot
terfaces are well defined; frame 5,t520h108, the gas-liquid inter-
face is extremely diffuse and the crystalline phase has decreas
volume; frame 6,t542h108, the gas-liquid interface has reap
peared, and the final coexistence of colloidal gas, liquid, a
crystal.
2-7
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phase, static light scattering was performed. We found vi
ally no change in the crystal lattice parameter throughout
entire process. A clue to the origins of the observed ‘‘co
pression’’ comes from the concomitant ‘‘disappearance’’
the gas-liquid interface. We suggest that the initial iridesc
phase is made up of crystallites coated by gas layers. L
these layers detached and rose to the top of the sample
multaneously decreasing the volume of the iridescent ph
and destroying the sharp gas-liquid interface. Careful tim
lapsed observations did indeed reveal upward flow patte
This pattern of events is consistent with kinetic regimeL
described in Sec. III.

Note that Fig. 2~b! shows that kinetic regionsI andL lie
to the left of the metastable continuation of the high dens
branch of the gas-liquid binodal, while kinetic regionJ lies
to the right. The discussion of samples 2–4 therefore imp
that the metastable gas-liquid binodal separates samp
from samples 2 and 4; reference to Fig. 5 shows that
inference is consistent with the observed phase diagram

5. Sample 5

The observations for sample 5 are shown in Fig. 10
vigorous, predominantly vertical flow pattern developed af
a short time~frame 2! and the sample had a very coars
grainy appearance. Later, an interface separating a dilute
phase and a dense phase developed. In the dense phase
patches~iridescent to the eye! could be seen, which settle
and formed a dark sediment~frame 3!. The upper interface
moved gradually down and stayed sharp until the end of
crystallization process~frame 4!. Subsequently, the height o
the sediment decreased, while it gradually brightened fr
the bottom of the sample. The upper interface almost dis
peared~frame 5! and then reappeared at a much lower po
tion only after the compaction of the sediment was finish
~frame 6!.

At least at first sight these observations suggest that,
sample 4, this sample is showing regimeL behavior—the
‘‘compaction’’ of the crystalline sediment and the ‘‘disap
pearance’’ of the gas-liquid interface at intermediate tim
being evidence for the existence of gas coatings in the c
talline sediment when it was first formed. It is possible, ho
ever, that sample 5 may in fact belong to kinetic regimeG
~which is to the immediate left of regimeL on the phase
diagram, Fig. 2!. There are two clues that this may be t
case. First, the vigorous flow pattern observed early on
indicative of very fast gas-liquid phase separation, which
consistent with spinodal decomposition—this can occur
regimeG but notL.

A second clue comes from the significantly smaller deg
of compaction of the crystalline sediment observed h
~frames 4 and 6, Fig. 10: a 14% compression! compared to
e,
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the case of sample 4~frames 4 and 6, Fig. 9: a 23% com
pression!. The significance of this observation is somewh
subtle. The initial free-energy landscape of sample 5 dicta
that any crystallites nucleated at the early stagesmusthave
gas coatings, because a liquid-crystal common tangent d
not exist. However, as the phase separation proceedsmp
continuously decreases. There will come a point when
liquid-crystal common tangent becomes possible. From
point onwards, ‘‘bare’’ crystallites are permitted. These co
siderations are as relevant for sample 4 as for sample
However, if the gas-liquid phase separation proceeds
nucleation in sample 4 but via spinodal decomposition
sample 5, then the lowering ofmp should proceed very much
faster in the latter. This will mean that the amount of ga
coated crystallites relative to bare crystallites in sample
should be significantly lower than in sample 4, thus expla
ing the smaller degree of compression observed. Note tha
sample 1, which also belonged to kinetic regimeG, the ini-
tial polymer chemical potential was sufficiently low th
nucleation of bare crystallites was possible from the beg
ning, so that no compaction of the crystalline sediment w
observed.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented time-lapse video evidence to show
within the triple triangle in the phase diagram of a colloi
polymer mixture, distinct kinetic regions exist in whic
phase separation into colloidal gas, liquid, and crystal pha
follow different kinetic pathways. The existence of these
netic regimes, as well as their location on the phase diagr
can be understood using a simple construction on the f
energy landscape of the system first enunciated by C
@10#. This approach shows that metastable minima in
free-energy landscape, while having no relevance for de
mining the equilibrium phase diagram, nevertheless can
ercise decisive influence on the phase transition kinetics.
analysis can therefore be seen as providing support for
well-known ‘‘Ostwald step rule’’@24#.

The approach illustrated here of using the free-ene
landscape to turn phase diagrams into kinetic maps is gen
@6#. Thus, preliminary work suggests that it may also
fruitfully used to illuminate the kinetic behavior in multi
phase surfactant systems@25#. In the companion paper@4# we
present the theory underlying our data interpretation and
merics supporting the underlying assumptions.
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